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Abstract
Line bundles of rational degree are dened using Perfetoid spaes, and their o-
homology omputed via standard

Ceh omplex along with Kunneth formula. A new
onept of `braided dimension' is introdued, whih helps onvert the urse of innite
dimensionality into a boon, whih is then used to do Bezout type omputations, dene
euler haraters, desribe ampleness and link integer partitions with geometry. This
new onept of 'Braided dimension' gives a spae within a spae within a spae an
innite tower of spaes, all intriately braided into eah other. Finally, the onept of
Blow Up over perfetoid spae is introdued.
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1 Introduction
We begin the story by realling the notion of degree in topology as given in [Hather, 2002,
pp 134℄. A map of spheres f : Sn → Sn indues a map in homology φ : Hn(S
n)→ Hn(S
n)
given as a group homomorphism Z → Z. This map is simply multipliation by d ∈ Z
whih is alled the degree of the map.
If we take diret limit of these maps (1) as in example 3F.3 [Hather, 2002, pp 312℄ by
setting d = p a prime
(1) Z
p
−→ Z
p
−→ Z→ · · ·
2
we get a moore spae M(Z[1/p], n). We an now talk about maps from Z[1/p]→ Z[1/p],
and degree d as an element of Z[1/p]. In this artile we transfer the notion of degree as an
element of Z[1/p] to geometry by dening degree of line bundles on projetive perfetoid
spae. The projetive perfetoid spae is obtained by gluing together aÆne perfetoid
spaes and are onstruted in [Sholze, 2012℄. The foundational details an be found in
[Kedlaya, 2017℄ and [Kedlaya and Liu, 2015℄.
Reall that to a projetive spae we assoiate the ring of homogeneous polynomials
K[X1, . . . , Xn], the analogous situation for projetive perfetoid spae is to assoiate the
ring of power series K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , . . . , X
1/p∞
n
〉
whih is the multivariate version of K
〈
X1/p
∞〉
given as
K
〈
X1/p
∞〉
=
∑
i∈Z[1/p]>0
aiX
i, ai ∈ K, lim
i→∞ |ai| = 0
At this point the reader should be thinking of above series as Tate Algebras with rational
powers. The series K
〈
X1/p
∞〉
lives on the perfetoid aÆne lineA
1,ad,perf
K . We glue two aÆne
lines together to get P
1,ad,perf
K with assoiated laurent power series K
〈
X1/p
∞
, X−1/p
∞〉
. The
same approah is used to onstrut P
n,ad,perf
K .
2 Ordering the elements
It is possible to write down the elements of K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , . . . , X
1/p∞
n
〉
with a natural order.
We desribe one suh order on f ∈ K
〈
X1/p
∞〉
.
Reall that we an order rational numbers a/b by onsidering them as a tuple (a, b),
we will use the same ordering. The terms of f onsist of Xa/p
b
with a ∈ Z>0 and b ∈ Z>0,
we arrange the terms by ordering the tuple (a, b) as in rational numbers. Notie that for
b = 0 we simply get an integer power Xa.
3 Proj of Graded Ring
Let S = ⊕dSd be the graded homogeneous o-ordinate ring. Corresponding to the graded
ring S we have a sheaf of rings O
Proj
(S) whih will give the sheme (Proj(S),O
Proj(S)), as
given in ( [Staks Projet Authors, 2016, Tag 01M3℄ or page 117 of [Hartshorne, 1977℄).
Let M = ⊕ZMn be a graded S module, that is SnMm ⊂ Mn+m then there is a sheaf
M˜ on the basis of standard open sets.
(2) M˜(U) = M(f) = {mf
−d ∈Mf suh that m ∈Md·deg f}
We want to onstrut a graded ring for frational power series.
3
3.1 Grading
Analogous to the ase of standard grading of homogeneous polynomials, we an onstrut
a frational grading with d ∈ Z[1/p] arranged in the anonial order.
(3) Sd := Homogneous polynomials of degree d
4 Defining O(m)
Let B(n) denote the graded S-module dened by B(n)d = Sn+d. This will be alled twist
of B. For a given X = Proj(S), let OX(n) denote the OX module B˜(n). Let f ∈ S be
homogeneous of degree one (with aÆne open set D+(f) ), then we get
B(n)(f) = f
nB(f)(4)
OX(n)|D+(f) = f
n
O|D+(f)(5)
Notie that n ∈ Z, but we ould hoose n ∈ Z[1/p] whih would give us rational degrees.
Informally, we an dene O(m) with m ∈ Z[1/p] as
(6) O(m) =
{
f
g
where f, g ∈ S and deg f− degg = m
}
Although, the above onstrution seems natural we need to point out the approah in
[Das, 2016℄ in partiular Question 5.3.3 on Page 69:
\Does there exist a well dened notion of `degree' for line bundles on perfetoid spae?"
We have answered the question here, but the reader needs to look at the above men-
tioned work to appreiate what has been made obvious here wasn't known before.
Remark
1. Note that sine, f and g are homogeneous, degree is well dened for the series (it is
the same for all elements).
2. Γ(P
1,ad,perf
K O(1)) is generated by X, Y, . . . , X
qiYqj , . . . where qi + qj = 1. The basis
redues to X, Y if we take exponent of p in Xa/pb as 0. Thus, dim Γ(P
1,ad,perf
K O(1)) =∞ and redues to 2 when we take exponent of p to be 0.
3. Γ(P
1,ad,perf
K O(1/p
i)) is generated by X1/p
i
, Y1/p
i
, . . . , XtiYtj , . . . where ti+ tj = 1/p
i
and thus, dim Γ(P
1,ad,perf
K O(1)) =∞.
4.1 Twisting the sheaf O(m)
We have an isomorphism between graded modules, whih is given as
4
⊕dSd
·Sn−−→ ⊕dSd, n ∈ Z[1/p](7)
Sd 7→ Sd+n(8)
We get the twist by tensoring with O(m) where m ∈ Z[1/p]. The tensor produts of
sheaves O(m) ⊗ O(n) = O(m + n) gives us an isomorphism with Z[1/p].
5 Cohomology of Line Bundles on P
n,ad,perf
K
Reall that global setions H0(Pn,OPn(m)) are generated by homogeneous polynomials
of degree m in n + 1 variables. For example, H0(P1,OP1(2)) is generated by x
2, xy, y2.
We an similarly, dene the global setions on P
1,ad,perf
K , of degree 2 being generated by
xa1/p
n1 · ya2/p
n2
suh that
(9)
a1
pn1
+
a2
pn2
= 2 and ai ∈ Z>0, ni ∈ Z>0
Thus, we see that the dimension ofH0(P
1,ad,perf
K ,OP1,ad,perfK
(2)) is innite, andH0(P1,OP1(2)) ⊂
H0(P
1,ad,perf
K ,OP1,ad,perfK
(2)). For ni = 0 we reover the global setions H
0(P1,OP1(2)).
dimH0(P
n,ad,perf
K ,OPn,ad,perfK
(m)) =∞(10)
The line bundles of the form 2/p an also be dened with innitely many global setions
x2/p, x1/py1/p, y2/p, x1/p
2
y2−1/p
2
, . . ., showing that this is a riher world than the regular
line bundles studied in algebrai geometry.
Reall, that we are working with non-arhimedean spaes and thus using Grothendiek
Topology, but lukily the ohomology an be omputed using Ceh omplex and Leray's
theorem for overs. Hene we use the arguments on page 225 of [Hartshorne, 1977℄ to get
the rst theorem. The proof below works for all m ∈ Z[1/p].
Theorem 5.1. 1. H0(P
n,ad,perf
K ,OPn,ad,perfK
(m)) is a free module of innite rank.
2. Hn(P
n,ad,perf
K ,OPn,ad,perfK
(−m)) for m > n is a free module of innite rank.
We take the standard over of P
n,ad,perf
K by aÆne sets U = {Ui}i where eah Ui =
D(xi), i = 0, . . . , n.
We get H0(P
n,ad,perf
K ,F) as the kernel of the following map
(11)
∏
Sxi0 →
∏
Sxi0xi1
The element mapping to the Kernel has to lie in all the intersetions S = ∩iSxi , as
given on [Hartshorne, 1977, pp 118℄.
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Hn(P
n,ad,perf
K ,F) is the okernel of the map
(12) dn−1 :
∏
k
Sx0···x^k···xn → Sx0···xn
Sx0···xn is a free A module with basis x
l0
0 · · · x
ln
n with eah li ∈ Z[1/p]. The image of
dn−1 is the free submodule generated by those basis elements with atleast one li > 0. Thus
Hn is the free module with basis as negative monomials
(13) {xl00 · · ·x
ln
n } suh that li < 0
The grading is given by
∑
li and there are innitely many monomials with degree
−n − ǫ where ǫ is something very small and ǫ ∈ Z[1/p]. Reall, that in the standard
oherent ohomology there is only one suh monomial x−10 · · · x
−1
n . For example, in ase of
P2 we have x−10 x
−1
1 x
−1
2 but in P
2,ad,perf
K in addition to above we also have x
−1/2
0 x
−1/2
1 x
−2
2 .
Reall that in oherent ohomology of Pn the dual basis of xm00 · · · x
mn
n is given by
x−m0−10 · · ·x
−mn−1
n and the operation of multipliation gives pairing. We do not have this
pairing for P
n,ad,perf
K , but we an pair x
m0
0 with x
−m0
0 .
Theorem 5.2. Hi(P
n,ad,perf
K ,OPn,ad,perfK
) = 0 if 0 < i < n
We will use the proof from [Vakil, 2017, pp 474-475℄, using the onvention that H0
denotes global setions. We will work with P
n,ad,perf
K , n = 2 for the sake of larity, the ase
for general n is idential. The Ceh omplex is given in 1.
6
U0 U0 ∩U1
⊕ ⊕
0 P2 U1 U0 ∩U2 U0 ∩U1 ∩U2 0
⊕ ⊕
U2 U1 ∩U2
H0
〈
X
−p−∞
0
〉
H0
〈
X
−p−∞
0 , X
−p−∞
1
〉
⊕ ⊕
0 H0 H0
〈
X−p
−∞
1
〉
H0
〈
X−p
−∞
0 , X
−p−∞
2
〉
H0
〈
X−p
−∞
0 , X
−p−∞
1 , X
−p−∞
2
〉
0
⊕ ⊕
H0
〈
X
−p−∞
2
〉
H0
〈
X
−p−∞
1 , X
−p−∞
2
〉
Figure 1:

Ceh Complex for P
n,ad,perf
K , n = 2
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3 negative exponents The monomial Xa00 · X
a1
1 · X
a2
2 where ai < 0. We annot lift it
to any of the oboundaries (that is lift only to 0 oeÆients). If K012 denotes the
oeÆient of the monomial in the omplex (Figure 2), we get zero ohomology exept
for the spot orresponding to U0 ∩U1 ∩U2.
0 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 0 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 2: 3 negative exponents
2 negative exponents The monomial Xa00 · X
a1
1 · X
a2
2 where two exponents are negative,
say a0, a1 < 0. Then we an perfetly lift to oboundary oming from U0∩U1, whih
gives exatness.
0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 0 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 3: 2 negative exponents
8
1 negative exponent The monomial Xa00 ·X
a1
1 ·X
a2
2 where one exponents is negative, say
a0 < 0, we get the omplex (Figure 4). Notie that K0 maps injetively giving zero
ohomology group.
K0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 K02 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 4: 1 negative exponent
Furthermore, the mapping in the Figure 5 gives Kernel when f = g whih is possible
for zero only. Again giving us zero ohomology groups.
K0 f
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 g f− g 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 5: Mapping for 1 negative exponent
9
0 negative exponent The monomial Xa00 ·X
a1
1 ·X
a2
2 where none of the exponents is neg-
ative ai > 0, gives the omplex Figure 6.
K0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 KH0 K1 K02 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
K2 K12
Figure 6: 0 negative exponent
Consider the SES of omplex as in Figure 7 . The top and bottom row ome from the
1 negative exponent ase, thus giving zero ohomology. The SES of omplex gives
LES of ohomology groups, sine top and bottom row have zero ohomology, so does
the middle.
0 0 K2 K02 ⊕ K12 K012 0
0 KH0 K0 ⊕ K1 ⊕ K2 K01 ⊕ K02 ⊕ K12 K012 0
0 KH0 K0 ⊕ K1 K01 0 0
Figure 7: SES of Complex
6 Kunneth Formula
We an produe a omplex for P
n,ad,perf
K ×P
m,ad,perf
K by taking (ompleted) tensor produt
of the orresponding

Ceh omplex assoiated with eah spae, and by the Theorem of
Eilenberg-Zilber we get
(14)
Hi(Pn,ad,perfK ×P
m,ad,perf
K ,O(a, b)) =
i∑
j=0
Hj(Pn,ad,perfK ,O(a))⊗H
i−j(P
m,ad,perf
K ,O(b)) a, b ∈ Z[1/p]
Furthermore, we an dene a up produt following [Liu, 2002, pp 194℄ to get a homomor-
phism
(15)
⌣: Hp(P
n,ad,perf
K ,O(a))×H
q(P
m,ad,perf
K ,O(b))→ H
p+q(P
n,ad,perf
K ×P
m,ad,perf
K ,O(a, b)) a, b ∈ Z[1/p]
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7 Braided Dimension
The dimensions of the ohomology groups denoted by hi are innite and thus it is not
possible to use them for any diret omputations. In partiular the Euler harateristi
does not make sense. The situation an be retied by introdution of a grading on these
dimensions whih will be alled Braided dimension, but the degree of all the grades is same.
Let me start with an example, onsider H0(P
1,ad,perf
K ,OP1,ad,perfK
(2)) is generated by
innitely many monomials as explained in setion 5. But, these monomials an be arranged
in terms of the denominator being a power of p (with risk of repetition, whih an be
avoided if the reader prefers it). The monomial xayb will be denoted by (a, b) and the
monomial xa/p
m
yb/p
m
will also be denoted by (a, b) but will lie in the row with power of
p as m. In the table below we x p = 3 and onsider deg = 2. For example in the rst row
(1, 1) orresponds to xy, in the seond row (2, 4) orresponds to x2/3y4/3, and the third
row (2, 16) orresponds to x2/9y16/9. Notie the repetition in the seond row where (3, 3)
orresponds to x3/3y3/3 = xy. This an be avoided by simply dropping the term, but has
been kept to ease omputations.
(16)
power of p monomials dim
0 (2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2) 3
1 (0, 6)(1, 5), (2, 4), (3, 3), (4, 2), (5, 1), (6, 0) 7 = (3 × 2) + 1
2 (0, 18), (1, 17), (2, 16), (3, 15), (4, 14), . . . 19 = (32 × 2) + 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
The point I am trying to make is that for every grade the dimension is nite, in the
rst row partition of 3 is onsidered, partition of 6 in the seond row, partition of 18 in the
third row and so on. We an write this as a tuple
(17) (3, 7, 19, . . . , (3n × deg) + 1, . . .) here deg = 2
Still working in the spae P
1,ad,perf
K onsider deg = s with xed prime p, the tuple is
(18)
((
1+ s
1
)
, ps+ 1, p2s+ 1, . . . , (pn × deg) + 1, . . .
)
here deg = s
and for the sake of omputation one ould add or subtrat the above to say another tuple
with deg = t. The rst o-ordinate of the tuple always reovers the ase of integer degrees.
This above reipe an be extended to P
n,ad,perf
K and any degree d for a xed prime p. For
example, for h0(Pn,ad,perfK ), the number of variables are n + 1 orresponding to x0 . . . , xn
11
and we get the Braided dimension as,
(19)
power of p dim
0
(
n + d
n
)
1 number of partition of pd into tuple of size n+ 1
2 number of partition of p2d into tuple of size n + 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
All these partitions are nite in number and similar situation holds for hn. Hene, the
Euler harateristi now makes sense as a tuple. It is just addition/subtration of tuples and
the rst o-ordinate of the tuple always reovers the ase of standard Euler Charateristi.
7.1 Braided dimension for fractions
Sine, P
n,ad,perf
K is riher than its algebrai geometry ounterpart, it aords rational degrees
of the formm/pi. It is possible to put grading on these, by simply onsidering the grading
of integer m and then multiplying that grade by 1/pi. For example onsider deg = 2/3
and ompare with (16).
(20)
power of p monomials dim
1 (2/3, 0), (1/3, 1/3), (0, 2/3) 3
2 (0, 6/9)(1/9, 5/9), (2/9, 4/9), (3/9, 3/9), (4/9, 2/9), (5/9, 1/9), (6/9, 0) 7 = (3× 2) + 1
3 (0, 18/27), (1/27, 17/27), (2/27, 16/27), (3/27, 15/27), (4/27, 14/27), . . . 19 = (32 × 2) + 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Notie that the dimensions have not hanged from the integer ase. Following the
onvention of Braided degree dened before the fration 1/3i should have been left from
the tuples, but is kept for larity.
7.2 Bezout Type computations
Look at the following omputation as an example for a xed prime p = 3
(21) h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−5) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−2) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−3)
Table for h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−5)
(22)
power of p monomials dim
0 (−4,−1), (−3,−2), (−2,−3), (−1,−4), 4
1 (−1,−14), (−2,−13), (−3,−12), (−4,−11), . . . 14 = (3× 5) − 1
2 (−1,−44), (−2,−43), (−3,−42), (−4,−41), . . . 44 = (32 × 5) − 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Table for h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−2)
(23)
power of p monomials dim
0 (−1,−1) 1
1 (−1,−5), (−2,−4), (−3,−3), (−4,−2), (−5,−1) 5 = (3× 2) − 1
2 (−1,−17), (−2,−16), (−3,−15), (−4,−14), . . . 17 = (32 × 2) − 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Table for h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−3)
(24)
power of p monomials dim
0 (−1,−2), (−2,−1) 2
1 (−1,−8), (−2,−7), (−3,−6), (−4,−5), . . . 8 = (3× 3) − 1
2 (−1,−26), (−2,−25), (−3,−23), (−4,−22), . . . 26 = (32 × 3) − 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
The omputation h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−5) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−2) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−3) gives
(25)
(4, 14, 44, . . .)
−(1, 5, 17, . . .)
−(2, 8, 26, . . .)
=(1, 1, 1, . . .)
This nothing short of a mirale and this would in fat hold for any equation of the form
(26) h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−s − t) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−s) − h1O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(−t)
beause of the dimension omputation given in (18). Further, omputations of this sort
an be arried for other degrees and for any n in P
n,ad,perf
K and the rst o-ordinate of the
tuple is always known from algebrai geometry.
7.2.1 Fraction Degree
But more is possible, one ould onsider frational degrees of the form m/pi and above
would still hold, sine the dimensions depend upon the numerator and not the denominator.
For example, onsider the degrees −5/3,−2/3,−3/3 for p = 3 and the above omputations
hold, again a marvel whih is not oneivable in algebrai geometry.
Notie the fration −3/3 or simply −1, this would have no setions in P1 but it does
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have setions in P
1,ad,perf
K . More onretely it is given as
(27)
power of p monomials setions
1 (−1,−2), (−2,−1)
1
x1/3y2/3
,
1
x2/3y1/3
, . . .
2 (−1,−8), (−2,−7), (−3,−6), . . .
1
x1/9y8/9
,
1
x2/9y7/9
,
1
x3/9y6/9
, . . .
3 (−1,−26), (−2,−25), (−3,−23), . . .
1
x1/27y26/27
,
1
x2/27y25/27
,
1
x3/27y24/27
, . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7.2.2 Vector bundles on P
1,ad,perf
K
Grothendiek's theorem on lassiation of vetor bundles on P1 is a onsequene of the
fat that an integer an be partitioned only in nitely many ways. This no longer remains
true in the frational ase, for example 2 =
∑
i>0 2
−i
for p = 2, thus an innite splitting
is possible for every integer degree. It is not possible for every vetor bundle to split
over P
1,ad,perf
K as shown in [Kedlaya, 2017℄, but using the onept of braided dimension,
we an talk about splitting in every grade. The rst grade then reovers Grothnediek's
lassiation.
7.3 Euler Characteristic in Braided dimension
Reall that for a short exat sequene of sheaves
(28) 0→ F → G→ H→ 0
the identity χ(G) = χ(F) + χ(H) holds. In light of the example in setion 7.2 it is obvious
to ask if this will hold for the entire Braided dimension. Fortunately, it does hold justifying
the idea of Braided dimension.
7.3.1 Grading on Sheaves
In Galois Theory we onstrut the following sequene of extensions
(29) K[X] ⊂ K[X1/p] ⊂ K[X1/p
2
] ⊂ . . . ⊂ K[X1/p
i
] ⊂ . . .
with Noetherian ring every where exept in the limit. This an be thought as a tuple
(30)
〈
K[X], K[X1/p], K[X1/p
2
], . . . , K[X1/p
i
], . . .
〉
.
The above idea an now be arried to sheaves with notation Fi , orresponding to the sheaf
whih would ontain the 1/pith power. For example, the tuple (30) an be thought of
living on the perfetoid aÆne line as a Braided dimension sheaf as below.
(31)
〈
K 〈X〉 , K
〈
X1/p
〉
, K
〈
X1/p
2
〉
, . . . , K
〈
X1/p
i
〉
, . . .
〉
.
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Hene, in Braided dimension the sheaf looks like the following:
(32)
〈
F, 1F, 2F, . . . , iF, . . .
〉
and the short exat sequene of sheaves in perfetoid spaes
(33) 0→ F → G→ H→ 0
should be thought of as the following (with the rst tuple orresponding to integer degrees)
〈 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 〉
〈 F 1F 2F · · · iF · · · 〉
〈 G 1G 2G · · · iG · · · 〉
〈 H 1H 2H · · · iH · · · 〉
〈 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 〉
Figure 8: Short Exat Sequene in Braided Dimension
The gure 8 makes it obvious that identity χ( iG) = χ( iF) + χ( iH) will hold in every
grade. The perfetoid Euler harateristi an now be dened as the limit of individual
euler haraters if it exists. Notie that the Euler Charateristi might be innite, as
already shown for the P
n,ad,perf
K ase, but the identity χ(
iG) = χ( iF) + χ( iH) still might
hold as i→∞ giving meaningful omputations.
8 Bezout Theorem in P
2,ad,perf
K
This setion follows Miles Reid letures in [Kollar, 2000, pp 32℄. For any two given poly-
nomials of degree m and n respetively and high enough d we have the sequene of vetor
spaes
(34) 0→ Vd−n−m
−g,f
−−−→ Vd−n ⊕ Vd−m
f
g
−→ Vd → ⊕POP/ 〈f, g〉 → 0
where Vd = K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞
, Z1/p
∞〉
d
(the d th graded part as in Reid). These vetor
spaes are nite dimensional in algebrai geometry and the euler harateristi omputation
gives rise to Bezout formula. But, these spaes are innite dimensional in perfetoid ase
and thus the onept of braided dimension omes to resue; there is a nite dimension for
every grade and the rst grade reovers nm, the bezout formulae.
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8.1 Partition of Integers
The general philosophy or slogan of braided dimension is `integer partitions determine
geometry'. Given a degree d we an partition it in d + 1 two o-ordinates as
(35) (d, 0), (d − 1, 1), (d − 2, 2), . . . , (1, d − 1), (0, d)
The partition into three tuples would require the seond o-oordinate to be a onstant,
and partition the rst o-ordinate into two o-ordinates, that is partition (d, 0) as
(36) (d, 0, 0), (d − 1, 1, 0), (d − 2, 2, 0), . . . , (1, d − 1, 0), (0, d, 0)
a, total of d+ 1 and so on.
Thus, for three o-ordinates below (eah for power of X, Y and Z) the total mathes
with
(
d+2
2
)
the dimension of Vd in algebrai geometry.
(37)
Two Co-ords number of 3 o-ords
(d, 0) d+ 1
(d − 1, 1) d
(d − 2, 2) d− 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
(0, d) 1
Total
(d + 1)(d + 2)
2
=
(
d+ 2
2
)
In the perfetoid ase in the grade orresponding to 1/p the degree onsidered is dp,
in the next grade it is dp2 and ontinue. The above reipe an be used to ompute Euler
Charater in every grade and thus the dimension.
(38)
dimK
⊕
P
OP/ 〈f, g〉 =
(
d − n −m
2
)
−
(
d− n
2
)
−
(
d−m
2
)
+
(
d
2
)
dimK
1
⊕
P
OP/ 〈f, g〉 =
(
p(d − n −m)
2
)
−
(
p(d − n)
2
)
−
(
p(d −m)
2
)
+
(
pd
2
)
dimK
2
⊕
P
OP/ 〈f, g〉 =
(
p2(d − n−m)
2
)
−
(
p2(d − n)
2
)
−
(
p2(d −m)
2
)
+
(
p2d
2
)
.
.
. =
.
.
.
The rst line is algebrai geometry, and the rest is perfetoid version, whih depends
upon integer partitions as given in [Hardy and Ramanujam, 1918℄.
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8.2 Perfectoid Veronese Embedding
Consider the 2 uple embedding given by
(39) [x : y] 7→ [x2 : xy : . . . : xa/p
i
ya/p
i
: . . . y2] where
a
pi
+
b
pi
= 2
The map is from P
1,ad,perf
K → P
∞,ad,perf
K , this does not seem to muh useful. The previous
setion gives a hint to dene this map in various piees depending upon the power of the
prime p.
Fix p = 3 and onsider the following maps based upon partitions given in previous
setion
(40)
[x : y] 7→[x2 : xy : y2]
[x2 : x1/3y1/3 : x2/3y4/3 : xy : x4/3y2/3 : x5/3y1/3 : y2]
[x2 : x1/9y17/9 : x2/9y16/9 : . . . : y2]
Thus there is a map P
1,ad,perf
K → P
2,ad,perf
K ,P
6,ad,perf
K ,P
18,ad,perf
K , . . . ,P
3n×2,ad,perf
K , . . ..
Notie that the inlusion P
2,ad,perf
K ⊂ P
6,ad,perf
K ⊂ P
18,ad,perf
K . . .. This toy example now
learly generalizes to the standard d uple embedding in n + 1 variables and N monomials
whereN =
(
n+d
n
)
−1. The mappingwill P
n,ad,perf
K → P
N,ad,perf
K ,P
Np,ad,perf
K ,P
N
p2
,ad,perf
K , . . .
where P
N
pi
,ad,perf
K means the embedding obtained by onsidering partitions of degree as
done in previous setion and the example above. The above onstrution an be used to
put a spae inside a spae inside a spae thus onstruting an innite tower of spaes, where
eah spae is dependent upon the one before it.
8.2.1 Morphisms into P
n,ad,perf
K
In the Braided dimension system the invertible sheaf O
P
n,ad,perf
K
(1) is generated in dierent
grades (although it has innitely many setions). For example for P
1,ad,perf
K and p = 3 the
Braided setions of O
P
1,ad,perf
K
(1) are given as
(41) [x0 : x1][x0 : x
1/3
0 x
2/3
1 : x
2/3
0 x
1/3
1 : x1][x0 : x
1/9
0 x
8/9
1 : . . . : x1] . . .
Now let φ : X→ Pn,ad,perfK be a K morphism of X into P
n,ad,perf
K , then we an onstrut
a Braided invertible sheaf L on X given as φ∗(O(1)) with setions si = φ
∗(xi), again the
si should be onsidered living in various grades.
It is also possible to onsider rational degrees on P
n,ad,perf
K , for example, OP1,ad,perfK
(1/3)
on P
1,ad,perf
K would just be
(42) [x
1/3
0 : x
1/3
1 ][x
1/3
0 : x
1/9
0 x
2/9
1 : x
2/9
0 x
1/9
1 : x
1/3
1 ][x
1/3
0 : x
1/27
0 x
8/27
1 : . . . : x
1/3
1 ] . . .
In the new brave world of P
n,ad,perf
K one ould take Braided invertible sheaf φ
∗(O(1/3)),
whih is not possible in standard algebrai geometry.
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8.2.2 Ample Vector Bundles
It is evident that O
P
n,ad,perf
K
(1) is ample sine it is generated by the global setions and one
ould pull bak these line bundles to a perfetoid spae X → Pn,ad,perfK , that is φ
∗O(1) as
given on [Hartshorne, 1977, pp 150℄). The onept of braided dimension gives a preise
struture to this pull bak. For example for P
1,ad,perf
K we are pulling bak the tower
of innite spaes as given in (41). The onept of braided dimension helps transfer the
onstrutions diretly from algebrai geometry into perfetoid geometry for every grade.
But very ample requires embedding into a projetive spae, whih annot be done
in P
n,ad,perf
K for n nite, that is we no longer have a embedding dened by hyperplanes
[x0 : . . . : xn]. One way to x it would be to simply take a nite number of setions and
dene an embedding, but that would be arbitrary. Thus, a more useful notion for very
ample is required.
Definition 8.1. O
P
n,ad,perf
K
(d) is very ample if it an be embedded into innitely many
opies of projetive spae as a Perfetoid Veronese Embedding.
Notie that O
P
n,ad,perf
K
(d) is ample i it is very ample i d > 0.
The very important notion of ampleness has been resued and one an now look at all
the ampleness theorem analogues in algebrai geometry, apply the tilting funtor and see
what the result would be over a nite eld.
9 Intersection Multiplicities in perfectoid affine plane
Another appliation of Braided dimension is in intersetion theory. Of ourse, there is a
well dened notion of a loal ring at point P in perfetoid aÆne plane A
2,ad,perf
K .
(43) OP :=
{
f
g
suh that g(P) 6= 0 and f, g ∈ K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉}
The evaluation map at point P gives us a ring homomorphism OP → K. The kernel of
this map is the maximal ideal of the ring whih will be denoted by mP.
The ring OP an be rewritten in the Braided dimension form with the rst tuple orre-
sponding to p = 0 and the the ith tuple orresponding to p = i. More formally
(44)
(
OP, , O
1
P, , O
2
P, . . . , O
i
P, , . . .
)
For a given urve F = 0 (with integer powers), we have to onsider all the other urves
that ome with it F1/p = 0, . . . , F1/p
i
= 0, . . .. The reader ould keep the perfetoid eld
Fp((t
1/p∞)) in mind as a ruth for omputations in pth power roots. The newton binomial
formula for pth roots should be used arefully, sine it an give series whose oeÆients
might not onverge to zero. Alternatively one ould instead dene F1/p
i
:= F(X1/p
i
, Y1/p
i
),
whih would give a simpler but a dierent notion and onsider the orresponding ideal
generated as
〈
F(X1/p
i
, Y1/p
i−1
), F(X1/p
i−1
, Y1/p
i−1
), . . . , F(X, Y)
〉
.
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Definition 9.1. Intersetion multipliity at a point P for urves F and G (with integer
powers) is dened as a tuple
(45) µP(F,G) :=
{
dimK
OP
〈F,G〉
,dimK
O1 P,〈
I1/p
〉 , . . . ,dimK Oi P,〈
I1/p
i
〉 , . . .
}
where O1 P, /
〈
I1/p
〉
stands for four rings (with risk of onfusion)
(46)
O1 P,〈
F1/p, G1/p
〉 , O1 P,〈
F1/p, G
〉 , O1 P,〈
F,G1/p
〉 , O1 P,
〈F,G〉
or more generally Oi P, /
〈
I1/p
i
〉
stands for the tuple of following rings
(47)
Oi P,〈
F1/p
i
, G1/p
i
〉 , O1 P,〈
F1/p
i
, G1/p
i−1
〉 , . . . , O1 P,
〈F,G〉
The tuples are arranged in an order starting with lowest power of F and then onsidering
all the orresponding powers of G.
In ase F and G already have frational powers, begin with the tuple where they belong
and if possible ompute their pith power to ll in the tuples before it, otherwise set previous
entries as zero.
An immediate onsequene of the above is that µP(F,G) = µP(G, F) only in the integer
degree grade. The ordering sequene between F and G will have to be swithed for the
equality to hold in other grades.
Similarly, the hanges in ordering suggested above lead the equality µP(F,G) = µP(F,G+
FH) (follows from 〈F,G〉 = 〈F,G+ FH〉). Furthermore if F,G have a ommon omponent
then µP(F,G) =∞.
Example 9.2. [Intersetion Multipliity of oordinate axis℄ Consider the evaluation map
O0 → K the kernel of this map is preisely the frations of the form f/g suh that f(0) = 0
(that is no onstant term).
(48) µ0(X, Y) :=

dimK K 〈X, Y〉〈X, Y〉 ,dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉〈
I1/p
〉 , . . . ,dimK K
〈
X1/p
i
Y1/p
i
〉
〈
I1/p
i
〉 , . . .


where dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉
/
〈
I1/p
〉
stands for four rings
(49)
dimK
K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉〈
X1/p, Y1/p
〉 ,dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉〈
X1/p, Y
〉 ,dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉〈
X, Y1/p
〉 ,dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉
〈X, Y〉
= (1, p, p, p2)
This gives us the dimension as (1, (1, p, p, p2), . . .), notie the four enteries in the seond
o-ordinate. A physiist ould now desribe a web of events all of whih start at 1. Of
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ourse the speial interest is in the sequene in whih we extrat 1 to get (1, 1, 1, . . . , )
whih omes from
(50)

dimK K 〈X, Y〉〈X, Y〉 ,dimK K
〈
X1/pY1/p
〉〈
X1/p, Y1/p
〉 , . . . ,dimK K
〈
X1/p
i
Y1/p
i
〉
〈
X1/p
i
, Y1/p
i
〉 , . . .


In light on (50) speial perfetoid multipliity is dened below.
Definition 9.3. The speial perfetoid intersetion multipliity at a point P is dened as
a limit (if it exists) of the following sequene
(51) µP(F,G) :=
{
dimK
OP
〈F,G〉
,dimK
O1 P,〈
F1/p, G1/p
〉 , . . . ,dimK Oi P,〈
F1/p
i
, G1/p
i
〉 , . . .
}
The above denition puts a handle on the onept of intersetion multipliity and helps
interpret theorems from algebrai geometry in perfetoid geometry.
10 Perfect Pairing
Reall the perfet pairing given on [Hartshorne, 1977, pp 225℄, Theorem 5.1(d) for X = PrA.
(52) H0(X,OX(n)) ×H
r(X,OX(−n − r− 1))→ H
r(X,OX(−r − 1)) ∼= A
It was already shown that this pairing does not hold for P
n,ad,perf
K . In this setion we
investigate this under the lens of Braided Dimension and realize that perfet pairing is a
mirage whih disappears when looked at deeper layers.
For example setting n = 2 and r = 2 we have the perfet pairing
{x2, y2, z2, xy, yz, xz}×
{
1
x3yz
,
1
xy3z
,
1
xyz3
,
1
x2y2z
,
1
xy2z2
,
1
x2yz2
}
=
1
xyz
(53)
and suh a pairing will always hold for an integer grade. In partiular if s is in the rst set
on LHS above, then its ounterpart in the seond set is 1/sxyz. This pairing relies on the
fat that there is only one element 1/xyz on the right hand side.
In the perfetoid ase say for p = 3, the RHS of (53) onsists of non zero partitions of
deg ·p whih in our example is 3 · 3 = 9, and some of the elements in grade orresponding
to 1/p are listed below
(54)
1
xyz
←→ (−3,−3,−3)
1
x1/3y1/3z1/3z2
←→ (−1,−1,−7)
1
x1/3y2/3z2
←→ (−1,−2,−6)
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Denoting the element of the base as b (RHS of the olumn) and global setion as s there
is a paring for every {s, 1/sb} whih gives b, although we have multiple elements of b. For
example setting s = x2 the following is obtained
(55)
s
1
sb
←→ b
x2
1
x3yz
←→
1
xyz
x2
1
x2x1/3y1/3z1/3z2
←→
1
x1/3y1/3z1/3z2
x2
1
x2x1/3y2/3z2
←→
1
x1/3y2/3z2
.
.
.
.
.
.
In the integer degree ase b was xed as 1/xyz and the pairing {s, 1/sb} was obtained
by varying the setion s, giving a `perfet pairing'. In the perfetoid ase as shown above
in (55), we an x s and vary the base b and still get a perfetly valid pairing. Thus, in the
example stated above perfet pairing is onsequene of the fat that deg 2−deg 5 = − deg 3
(nothing deeper).
11 Blow Up
We start with a basi examples of blowing up a point on perfetoid varieties. These exam-
ples make sense only in a perfetoid world and not as a polynomial (variety in Algebrai
Geometry).
11.0.1 Example
Let the variety V be y1/4 = x1/4 − x1/2 over perfetoid eld (say Q2(µ
∞
2 )
∧
). We will blow
up this variety over (0, 0).
(56) {(x, y)× (u : v) suh that xv = uy, y1/4 = x1/4 − x1/2, (x, y) 6= (0, 0)}
We look at the ases u = 1 and v = 1. We start by onsidering the rst ase u = 1,
whih gives us xv = y whih an be plugged into y1/4 = x1/4 − x1/2 to get
(57)
x1/4v1/4 = x1/4 − x1/2
v1/4 = 1− x1/4
v1/4 → 1 as x→ 0
The blow up over the origin are the points (0, 0)×(1 : α) where α is solution to v1/4 = 1.
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We now onsider the ase v = 1, whih gives x = yu whih an be plugged into
y1/4 = x1/4 − x1/2 to get
(58)
y1/4 = y1/4u1/4 − y1/2u1/2
1 = u1/4 − y1/4u1/2
u1/4 → 1 as y→ 0
The blow up over the origin are the points (0, 0)× (β : 1) where β is solution to u1/4 = 1.
11.0.2 Example
We now ome to the standard example y2 = x3 whih we blow up at (0, 0). We onsider
two forms of this y = x3/2 over Q2(µ
∞
2 )
∧
and y2/3 = x in Q3(µ
∞
3 )
∧
(59) {(x, y)× (u : v) suh that xv = uy, y = x3/2, (x, y) 6= (0, 0)}
For u = 1 we get xv = y whih plugged into y = x3/2 gives xv = x3/2 or v = x1/2, thus
as x → 0 we get v → 0. Hene the blow up over origin is (0, 0) × (1 : 0). (Same as in ase
y2 = x3).
For v = 1 we get x = yu whih plugged into y = x3/2 gives y = y3/2u3/2 or 1 =
y1/2u3/2. No value of u would satisfy the above if y → 0. Hene, for v = 1 there are no
points over the origin. (Same as in ase y2 = x3).
We now onsider the other urve
(60) {(x, y)× (u : v) suh that xv = uy, y2/3 = x, (x, y) 6= (0, 0)}
For u = 1 we get xv = y whih plugged into y2/3 = x gives x2/3v2/3 = x or v2/3 = x1/3,
thus as x→ 0 we get v→ 0. Hene the blow up over origin is (0, 0) × (1 : 0). (Same as in
ase y2 = x3).
For v = 1 we get x = yu whih plugged into y2/3 = x gives y2/3 = yu or 1 = y1/3u.
No value of u would satisfy the above if y→ 0. Hene, for v = 1 there are no points over
the origin. (Same as in ase y2 = x3).
11.1 Blow Up Affine Plane
We desribe blow up of a perfetoid aÆne plane over origin following [Eisenbud and Harris, 2006,
p 163℄. A
2,ad,perf
K = K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
, it is the union of two open setsU ′ = K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1
〉
and U ′′ = K
〈
X
1/p∞
2 , Y
1/p∞
2
〉
and onsider the maps φ1 : U
′ → A2,ad,perfK and φ2 : U
′′ →
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A
2,ad,perf
K whih give us the ring homomorphisms.
(61)
φ
#
1 : K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
→ K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1
〉
X 7→ X1 and Y 7→ X1Y1
K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞
, X−1/p
∞
,
〉
→ K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1 , X
−1/p∞
1
〉
X 7→ X1,Y 7→ X1Y1 and YX
−1 7→ Y1
From (61) we have an isomorphism between open subsets Ux = K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞
, X−1/p
∞〉
and U ′x = K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1 , X
−1/p∞
1
〉
. Similarly, we have an isomorphism between open
sets Uy = K
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞
, Y−1/p
∞〉
and U ′y = K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1 , Y
−1/p∞
1
〉
. In partiular
we have
(62)
U ′xy = K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1 , X
−1/p∞
1 , Y
−1/p∞
1
〉
and U ′′xy = K
〈
X
1/p∞
2 , Y
1/p∞
2 , X
−1/p∞
2 , Y
−1/p∞
2
〉
Then the blow up Z is given as
(63) Z = K
〈
X
1/p∞
1 , Y
1/p∞
1
〉 ⋃
U′xy≃U
′′
xy
K
〈
X
1/p∞
2 , Y
1/p∞
2
〉
The identiation is given by the mapping X1 7→ X2Y2 and Y1 7→ X
−1
2
11.2 Elementary Description
Let A = K
〈
X
1/p∞
0 , . . . , X
1/p∞
n
〉
be the ring and I be an ideal of the ring. We want to take
frational powers of I and we do not have a general analogue on ommutative algebra. Thus,
we make an assumption with I = 〈f1, . . . , fn〉 all with the same degree and say it is possible
to take pth power roots of fi in the sense of using newton's binomial theorem. Thus, our
ideal I now immediately beomes something generated by innitely many polynomials of
the form fai f
b
j where a + b is same as the degree of eah fi ∈ I. This problem an be
resolved if we only onsider loalization at fi (rather than the produt f
a
i f
b
j ).
We an thus onsider graded A algebra with grading done by degree d.
(64)
~A = ⊕d∈Z[1/p],d>0I
d
where I0 := A
Following [Liu, 2002, pp 318℄, let ti ∈ I = ~A1 and we have a surjetive homomorphism
given as
(65) φ : A[T
1/p∞
1 , . . . , T
1/p∞
n ]→ ~A where Ti 7→ ti
We are mostly interested in Proj
~A
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11.3 Universal Property of Blow UP
We will follow [Vakil, 2017, p 603℄ to give a universal denition of blow up for X →֒
P
n,ad,perf
K . We are onsidering subvariety of P
n,ad,perf
K whih is loally (on aÆne pathes)
dened by a single regular element.
The Blow Up of X →֒ Pn,ad,perfK is a artesian diagram
(66)
EXP
n,ad,perf
K BlXP
n,ad,perf
K
X P
n,ad,perf
K
β
suh that EXP
n,ad,perf
K is an eetive Cartier divisor (loally generated by a single element)
on BlXP
n,ad,perf
K , where EXP
n,ad,perf
K is pull bak of X by β and the above is universal. If
there is any other diagram with D an eetive artier divisor on W then it will uniquely
fator through it
(67)
D W
X P
n,ad,perf
K
D W
EXP
n,ad,perf
K BlXP
n,ad,perf
K
X P
n,ad,perf
K
Clearly Blowup is unique upto isomorphism and X will be alled the enter of Blowup.
If X is a eetive artier divisor then, the universal property of blow up tells us that
BlXP
n,ad,perf
K → P
n,ad,perf
K is an isomorphism.
11.4 Constructing the Blowup
The blowup in algebrai geometry is built via Id where I is the ideal orresponding to X
and d represents ideal multipliation. In our ase we use d as a degree where d ∈ Z[1/p].
Thus, the existene of blow up would depend upon if we an take rational powers (of the
form a/pb) of polynomials. The binomial theorem with rational powers an be used to
onstrut individual examples.
In this setion we want to show that the blow up orresponding to X→ Pn,ad,perfK is
(68) ProjPn(OPn,ad,perfK
⊕d>0 I
d) where d ∈ Z[1/p]
where I is the ideal orresponding to X. We also want I to be nitely generated so that we
an form an ompat aÆne overing (whih is needed in the proof). We want to onsider
blow up as a subsheaf of the sheaf
(69) ⊕d>0t
d
O
P
n,ad,perf
K
, where d is degree and d ∈ Z[1/p]
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in the sense given on [Eisenbud and Harris, 2006, pp 171℄ and the exeptional divisor is
(70) Proj

i∗⊕
d>0
I
d


for i : X→ Pn,ad,perfK
Proof following [Gortz and Wedhorn, 2010, pp 410℄: We work with the ase of aÆne
target with ideal I ⊂ A (where A orresponds to Pn,ad,perfK ) and the prinipal eetive
Cartier divisor is f on the aÆne soure. Let B = ⊕Id and A[If−1] be generated by elements
of the form x/f where x ∈ I, suh an element might be onsidered as degree zero element
of Bf. Thus we have an isomorphism
(71) A[If−1]→ B(f)
with inverse given as y ∈ Id getting mapped to y/fd (we see here that the assumption fd
needs to make sense for d a rational number). As f runs through generating set of I (we
need nite generation here) the sets D+(f) form an open aÆne overing of the blow up.
Thus, we an talk about the map
(72) A[If−1] =
A[(Tα)α]
(fTα = xα)α
→ B(f) where (xα)α is a generating set of I
whih agrees with morphism above away from V(f).
For example, blowing up A2 at the origin gives us [Vakil, 2017, p 603℄ the blow up
below. Note that x, y have degree 0 and X, Y have degree one.
(73) B = K
〈
x1/p
∞
, y1/p
∞〉
, I = (x, y)and Proj(B⊕d>0 I
d) = Proj(B
〈
X1/p
∞
, Y1/p
∞〉
)
11.5 Normal Cone
For a losed subsheme X in P
n,ad,perf
K or A
n,ad,perf
K ut out by I, the magi of braided
dimension helps dene the normal one as a tuple below.
(74)
O/I⊕ I/I2 ⊕ I2/I3 ⊕ · · · ,
O/I1/p ⊕ I1/p/I2/p ⊕ I2/p/I3/p ⊕ · · · ,
O/I1/p
2
⊕ I1/p
2
/I2/p
2
⊕ I2/p
2
/I3/p
2
⊕ · · · ,
.
.
.
O/I1/p
i
⊕ I1/p
i
/I2/p
i
⊕ I2/p
i
/I3/p
i
⊕ · · · ,
.
.
.
As usual, the rst o-ordinate is the denition in algebrai geometry.
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